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"SCIENCE "W"IT:S:: PRACTICE_·,, 
Iowa State Agricultural College, June, 1881. 
TIME. 
J. A. B. 
Time Is passing slowly by 
With our hopes and fears, 
Diiys and months do multiply 
And swell to make the years. 
Time is ever In tile field 
Sweeping land and wave ; 
Prince alike iµid peasant yield, 
And Time's a common grave. 
Time is flitting slowly bY-:-
Flittlng night and day ; 
Though in slumber we may lie 
Still it does not stay. 
Time ls flitt.iug slo1yly by 
As the moments go ; 
Each a g1ief, a joy, a sigh, 
Making life the flow. 
Time's a 1·estless· ocean wide, 
Aud it ever moves ; 
Ages upon ages glide 
In their silent graves. 
Naught can stay the hand of Tune, 
Naught resist its sway ; 
Years with sister years do chime 
Man's requiem on their way. 
Time ls flitting slowly by-
Men are on the roll ; 
They answer to their names and die, 
To fl qd the grave their goal. 
Time is flitting slowly by 
Calling us away 
To the real beyond the sky, 
.A:nd etern.al .day. 
[No. 4. 
50. WHAT IS 1'HE DIFFERENCEr 
---------,,--------------,--------------~-~-~-.,-~-
WHAT IS THE DIFl'ERENCE? 
. NE~~ COE. 
Oh! America! ¥6 him who would walk 
through thy broad, rich lands and search 
out the secrets of thy many homes, strange 
facts would be revealed; and in you, 
home of republics, of equality, could be 
put the question-what is the difference 
between man and man, and from thy mil-
lions of people would roll back, " 'l'here is a 
difference," "There is a differenoe." 
He who would tread the streets of thy 
proudest cities would meet, on the one 
hand a poorly clad, half-starved youth, beg-
ging for a penny's worth of bread, while on 
the other an elegant carriage rolls on its 
way; and if from the arm of its beautiful 
occupant one stone could be taken 'twould 
raise half the poor in the city from rags to 
comfort. Perchance at another step he 
will meet one over whom the fires of hatred 
and revenge have crept with a remorseless 
flame and he is plunging the knife to the 
heart of his neighbor, while only across the 
way, in a simple, white church, kneels a 
form to whom wrong and sorrow are indeed 
no strangers and she is praying: "Our 
Father's will, not mine, be done." Thus it 
is as we look upon the vast drama of life. 
Not to-day alone, but yesterday aud as far 
back into the past as human knowledge 
knows, these differences come, hand in hand, 
through the aisle of the ages. Two brothers, 
one rolls in the gutter, the other spreads 
comfort on all around. Two neighbors, 
one dies in prison, the other has added his 
little to the never ceasing, never to be fin-
ished work of reform. 
Why are these things so? Why, fellow 
student, are you and I allowed the oppor-
tunity of poring over books, prying into 
secrets, searching for truths till the brow 
aches and the eye grows dim, while many 
sleeping even this night the sleep of the 
weary, must to-morrow rise and delve and 
toil that you and I may have this privilege. 
Why these differences? Why does a path 
leading to the right and true seem to rise 
and almost to place itself before the foot-
steps of some, while others must watch and 
work and weep to free themselves from a 
single sin. To all of us these questions 
have come. The people of the nineteenth 
pentury have answered them without resort 
to any blind chance, You of to-day accept 
naught save law. Even the quick pulsa-
tions of the timir1 hare bounding over the 
sunny hillside are the result of law. The 
excitement of the pursuing hound, the 
hectic flush on the consumptive's cheek, the 
delirium breathed from the fever's victim, 
the groans from the dead and dying on the 
world's vast battlefield are all controlled by 
law. The silent fall of the scarlet leaf, its 
darker outline as ages hence men shall dig 
it from its rocky bed, the fiery charge from 
the roaring cannon's mouth, the plunge of 
the rushing torrent as the waters of some 
mighty river are hurled over the stony hill-
side, the wind whispering of the land from 
whence it came, the planets whirling t'ound 
their circles in the vast spaces beyond our 
little world, these, too, are all accomplished 
by the same monarch--law. It may not be, 
it is not these laws, but rules as fixed, as 
unerring, must control a higher nature. 
These blind forces roam not in the sunny 
fields of order, while mind wanders on the 
blank, bleak desert of nothingness. Nay, 
for mind has forced these powers from 
hidden retreats to work for it; has grasped 
the hand of their giant king and made him 
apply his strength to its purpose. And can 
this strong worker, this applier of nature's 
storehouse, be controlled by-as some would 
have us believe-the law of circumstance? 
Almost at times, in spite of our better 
judgment, we are led to hold this as truth. 
Tell the youth that his hands are to do a 
work that shall bind the shackles of despair 
around a mother's form and lay a never-
ending curse on himself, and he will scorn-
fully answer: "Think you that the very 
demon lives in me, that such a fiendish act 
could be done to her whose life has been 
but love and work for mer " Turn to the 
raving maniac, with his bloody ·eyes and 
grating teeth, and ask if he chose his own 
lot in life, and he in bitterness will say: 
"Believe you my hand grasped the sceptre 
from reason and threw it into the sea of 
memory whose waves I know not?" 'fhen 
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question the idiot with lolling tongue and 
gibbering jaws, did you carve for yourself 
the path in which you walk? And he would 
answer: "Ye, too, are fools knowing uot a 
•. fool's sorrow? " 
What beside circumstance has built these 
walls from which there is no seeming es-
cape? Yet when we feel this is the trutl: 
hope reveals another path and bids us walk 
therein. Might it not be that had that youth 
trained himself to a full realization of life 
he had not fallen? Had the maniac founded 
his hopes on the imperishable, might 1iot 
his fate have been far different? Had the 
idiot, ah, we must go back a generation-
but the " if" written in letters of blood on 
the black curtain of the might have been is 
a problem that you and I may not solve. 
Your hand nor mine may not swing back 
the gloomy curtain and reveal the work 'of 
the infinite within. But the has been rolls 
down• for our study and as we pluck from 
the long web of the past each thread and 
ask why, of the warp that binds all to-
gether we there find the laws that govern 
mankind. We grasp a fragment of the web 
that speaks of a great author; but the frag-
ment before shows still plainer a great 
worker; here 1s a thread that tells of a re-
former, and just beyond that· is the story of 
one who h:1.s conquered himself. There 
apart breathes the fame of a powerful artist, 
and just before we see the youth cultivating a 
God-given genius. Again we view the life 
of an inventor, but his yesterday was that 
of a courageous stud,mt. Before the glit-
tering banu of wealth is the thread of care-
fulness. In this web we see those who have 
swept from the sky of science many of the 
dark clouds, and allowed them to fall iu a 
shower of blessings on the tiny plantlings 
in a soil of ignorance. But from childhood 
to manhood they were persevering laborers 
and careful noters of the minutia in nature. 
Here, too, we find those who have rolled 
away the stone from the sepulchre that 
buried free thought and prepared the way 
·for its march through the land, but long 
before we view these characters, braving the 
laughing decision of a world. All this tells 
us that we are to follow :gp u,n~r:j¢ leaders 
for the laws that have been, still are. It is 
110 new thing that he who sins must suffer 
remorse; that thPy wlwse suns go down on 
happy liVl'S ohey duty's voice while it is yet 
i11 the ze11ith. Those who wear to-day 
crowns of success carried, yesterday, crosses . 
uf labor. 
Circumstance may tempt and mold, but 
it never compels. It 1s true that that they 
who have moved the world morally and in-· 
tellectually have had the fulcrum ·of cir-
cumstance on which lo rest the lever, but 
without the courage to spring into the 
space, novel to the thought of others, their 
work would have been left undone. We 
may use circumstance, but the end were 
better not to search long for it. Circu111- . 
stance does not mcike the difference. No! 
That lies almost wholly within you and me. 
A difference there has been, there is, and 
there will be so long as the musician's hand 
shall touch the chords as only he may touch 
them and which seem to vibrate i11 unison 
with the unheard tones from the chords 
which connect our souls with our God. So 
long as the poet shall breathe ,forth rap-
tures that shall ca.use a thousand tear 
founts to drop their glittering burdens; that 
makes the strong man bow. the maiden 
grieve, and all .for a cause they feel and yet 
know not; so long as a God-given genius 
and continuing, persistent effort triumph 
over indolence and cowardice. So long shall 
there be a difference-a difference which we 
need not fear, however, if willing to work 
and strong enough to endure all save the 
violation of the inner man's ought uot; 
having these, there rises before us a grand 
view of the maybe and through the rosy 
tints veiling its beauty, we almost know of 
yet unfinished deeds, unwritten books, un-
known sciences, unsung songs, un11ainted 
pictures and somewhere behinu the rosy 
mist is a high position for us The only re-
quirements being that we conquer ignor-
ance, laugh at superstition, think independ-
ently, climb upward. 
l<'ROM THE RED RIVER VALLEY. 
EDITOR A UHORA: 
At present many eyes 'ltre turned toward 
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the great valll:ly of the Red River of the 
north. Immigratiqn usually goes in tidal 
waves. Once Eureka was sounded in chorus 
for California; then it was "Pike's Peak or 
bust;" and again," Ho! for Kansas," took 
the lead, while now, especially through the 
extreme northern States and Canada, the 
Red River valley is the great El Dorado. 
The writer once looked upon this region as 
a desolate, semi-Arctic land, and came here 
expecting to find it an almost unexplored 
wilderness. But it even now has a large 
population, and immigration is pouring in 
at a tremendous rate. The counties are 
often large, say double the ordinary size of 
Iowa counties, but a single county with a 
population of ten to fifteen thousand is not 
rare. Towns are springing up like mush-
rooms, and claims are being taken and farms 
opened by the thousands. Everything looks 
new and fresh; the unpainted buildings of 
the towns are seldom soiled or weather-
beaten, and even what sidewalks there are 
look new and clean. Rooms cost almost 
their volume in money, the rent of any 'mild-
ing per annum being from twenty-five to 
forty per cent of its value. Livp1g is very 
expensive; labor of almost all kinds is in de-
mand at good prices. 
While the past winter bas been terrible 
and the spring floods unprecedented in 
southern Dakota and Minnesota and else-
where, the winter here was not severe and 
sca1 cely any damage by floods has befallen 
us this spring. The ground was bare until 
February, and from that time till the fore 
part of April, the snow probably averaged 
two feet deep, at a large estimate; but no 
blockades and serious wasl).-outs have 
troubled us. The snow melted rather sud-
denly, and for a few days much of the coun-
try was about covered with water, simply 
because the level land did not carry it off in 
torrents; but it disappeared as suddenly as 
it came, conveyed away by the streams, 
leaving no damage behind. 
The country is as level as a floor, and we 
are told this unvarying plain extends three 
hundred miles north and south and fifty to 
eighty east and west, undulations being very 
rare. The streams cut deep channels, usu-
ally have high banks, with no low land 
known to most of us as "river bottoms,' 
and are tolerably well timbered. Thus far 
we believe we have seen no gravel, sand or 
stone, but would not say they do not exist 
here. The soil is exceedingly deep, black 
and nch. There is, however, excellent . 
brick-clay along some of the rivers, and the 
finest of cream bricks are in abundance. 
No gravel-bottomed streams here, but the 
pure, unadulterated mud underlies our 
sparkling rills and rivers. Our poets that 
wrote about the " sands of time " didn't 
live here. It is easy to leave "foot-prints," 
but not on the " sands." " Throwing stones," 
speaking literally, would be difficult here. 
WC' suppose you scientists, especially 
geologists, are aware that this valley is sup-
posed to have once been a great inland lake, 
whose sediment, deposited for ages, has 
formed our inexhaustible soil. The western 
shores of this ancient lake are plainly dis-
cernable on.the Dakota side, some twenty to 
forty miles from the Red River, and are 
known as the "foot-hills." We have not 
surveyed the valley geologically, but are in-
debted for a part of this information to a 
Chicago Times correspomlent. 
As to what grows here and what the peo-
ple do; the great industry is wheat raising, 
and a failure.of this crop would ruin the 
country. Oats, flax, barley, rye and pota-
toes grow well, and it is claimed, yield 
enormously. Corn is not attempted. Por-
tions of the valley have been cultivated for 
twenty years or more, and a real poor wheat 
crop has never been known. Take the 
whole valley, throw in all the poor farming 
(and much of it is poorer than you.ever saw 
about the I. A. C.), all the waste pieces and 
poor years, and the average crop has un-
doubtedly been more than twenty bushels 
per acre. Any good farm, well managed in 
an average year can be counted on for at 
}east thirty bushels per acre, and many quite 
large farms have averaged over forty bush-
els of the best wheat in the world. Harvest 
is usually in the latter part of August or 
fore part of September. 
Society is rough, of course. The amount 
of drinking and profanity is astonishing 
and distressing. People usually observe· 
Sunday by auspending work to go gunning 
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for game. Yet there are plenty of churches 
schools, and everything pertaining to civil-
ization. The people, as a rule, are upright, 
and many are earnest Christians. They are 
also interested in literature; we heard a 
leading business man in one of our flourish-
ing cities inquiring the other day if some 
mau by the name of Shakespeare didn't live 
once. While such literary students are 
found sometimes, there are many highly 
educated people here. 
We find a good many Iowa people, also 
many New Englanders, especially from 
Maine, and many French in some parts, but 
Canada has furnished a large element, and 
the Norwegians probably outnumber all the 
rest of the population combined. A person 
is constantly stumbling upon old friends 
whom he would sooner have looked 
for at the antipodes. Titles are prolific. 
Any one, no matter how humble in the 
older Stat11s, has not much ambition if he 
cannot here answer to "Captain,"" Colonel," 
"Judge," or "General." One of the reputed 
quiet citizens of Iowa, who is opening a 
large farm in the valley. registers himself 
as '' Capt.~- --" and has just recovered 
from one of the m·ost glorious two weeks' 
drunks on record: 
RED RIVER. 
RUSSIA AND NIHILISM. 
Russia is a nation of immense resources 
and singular character. lt covers almost 
one-seventh of tlie globe, and is gradually 
extending its power; and it is formed by a 
mixture of civilization and barbarism, of 
Europe and Asia, of Aryan and Tartar, of 
Christian and pagan. We kno·w its extent 
and becaus·e its government is the most 
despotic in all Europe we dread its power. 
The Czar is supreme ruler and all classes, 
high and low, rich and poor, must obey his 
commands. One of the objectionable, dis-
graceful features of the government is the 
severe, the barbarous punishments inflicted 
upon its icubjects. Men and even women in 
all ranks of society are often compelled to 
suffer the tortures of the knout. But the 
common penalty of banishment is still more 
terrible. Think for a moment of fathers 
and mothers being torn from their children._ 
Youths compelled to leave behind all they 
hold dear, and suffer themselves to be-drag-
ged to the fr1ghtful wastes of Siberia,. with 
all prospects blighted ano. naught left for 
the future save the ever-burning hope of 
revenge. Frequently the masses complain -
of great corruption of officials. Their taxes 
oppress them and their conscription 1s se-
vere; and crowning all of these evils the 
Czar is the head of their religion. 'rhe 
church is no less in his power than is the 
state, consequ.ently the oppression must be 
felt everywhere. ln short, France before 
the revolution was in much the same con-
diticn as Russia at the present time. They 
bear the same burden of heavy taxation, 
the same prevailing sense of wrong and op~ . 
pression exists and the same want of faith 
in all institutions prevails. 
All of this oppression, tyranny and des-
potism has brought ahout as a result the 
generally so-called Nihilistic movement. 
This movement is said to havt:\ been made 
first under the reign of Nicholas I, about 
1830. It was he whose cruelty forced him 
to drive large gangs of Polish rebels on foot 
over a distance of 3,000 miles into the wilds 
of Sib.:iria. These men, on their journey, 
spread hatred and disloyalty to their ru.ler 
in the wayside towns and villages. How 
great the effect produced upon the mind, 
uneducated as it was, may be seen by all. 
The treasury was drained for the army by 
Nicholas and he recruited it from the very 
lowest classes of men. He boldlv asserted 
that all the lands, the wealth and power of 
the entire Hussian empire belonged exclu-
sively to the Czar. He thirsted for power 
and his ambition was to increase his do-
minion. Ile wished to rule all the slaves, 
and to accomplish this he made the Russians 
recognize a kinsma.ns1ip to the slavonic 
race. Then to conceal his actions he filled 
them with a desire to become their lib-
erator and ruler. The press in Russia at 
that time was not free, and as yet it' labors 
under many disadvantages, but this subject 
was left open for discussion and reflection: 
The people took advantage of the opportu-
nity. Under this head many topics wl1ich 
it was impossible otherwise to discuss, 
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were brougl1t before the public, and Nihil-
ism thus got a gre.at start. 
The revolution of 1848 in Europe brought 
many changes about, was felt in Russia, and 
created a desire for a better condition of af-
fairs. Then one attemot after another was 
made toward reformation, but each in its 
turn was treated as treason. But greater 
did they feel the contrast between them-
selves and other nations during the Crimean 
war. Twenty millions of their serfs were 
afterward liberated. 'rhis had long been 
desired by some members of their titled no-
bility. They labored to accomplish this end 
and were exiled as a reward. But Alexan-
-der in the end, acting from policy, granted 
them their freedom. It was done that 
Europe might look upon him as a liberator, 
that the poor peasant might regard him as a 
benefactor, and to gain the support of the 
ignorant classes in the pending struggle 
against the liberal spirit of the age. Wheth-
er the emancipation of the serfs has been 
beneficial to them we will not attempt to 
say. But we do know that they were 
taken from under the power of the noble 
only to be placed in the hands of a worse and 
less sympathizing class-a venal and brutal 
police force. They were freed, but given no 
power to rise. Their shackles were thrown 
off, but no light was given to guide their 
wandering footsteps aright. In this manner 
oppression continues, and ignorance to a 
great degree still ren_rn.ins in power. Among 
the peasants the agitators find many ready 
lhiteners, and those who listen, made reck-
less by long suffering, shape the Nihilistic 
movement. They see many evils and know 
not how to remedy them, in mad fury, they 
deny everything upon which government 
and society rest. 'fheir latest desperate 
movement is orgm1ized assassination. They 
declare that all circumstances, things and 
persons interfering with their so-called 
work shall lie destroyed. In consequence 
of this terrible state of affairs Rnssia exists 
under a reign of terror. 'rhose who cannot 
be intimidated arn as soon as possible assas-
sinated. Even when the members of the 
party itself are suspicioned of wavering in 
what they are pleased to call faith, they are 
immediately put to death. 
·when men must resort to such means to 
obtain a much loved freedom there must be 
a cause and that· cause we believe comes 
from within, and exists in the government. 
With all its incendiarism, assassination, 
cruelty and terror, Nihilism is a hydra 
which terrifies its victims by the very un-
defined yet horrible conviction of its con-
tinual presence. But let us hope that this 
great evil may yet result in greater good as 
did the cau,:es of the Revolution in France. 
These reckless, bloody and aimless men must 
sometime give place to others who may not 
only be better but abler; and not seeking 
alone to tear down, but build up; not only 
to throw aside dead dogmas, extinct theories 
and fossil systems, but to erect " soe1al or-
der, civil liberty and religious freedom." 
LIFE'S CHANGES. 
The most common feature of all society 
is change; and in fact the same is true of 
aU life. 
The world seems to us to be somethlng 
like a magic lantern, or the shifting scenes 
of some panorama. Only a few years is· 
needed to convert the uopulation of the 
many schools into young· men and women. 
They then make and mar their own fortunes 
and "bury the last generation but one." 
A few more years and infants are devel-
oped into fond lovers. Men's fortunes and 
distinctions are decided and the once active 
men and women passing along life's path-
way have been converted into many pil-
grims, and the last generation by them are 
laid to rest. 
Let us imagine what -0hange will take 
place in fifty years-a mature, ripe, half 
century-how marked. are the changes that 
occur. How time writes her suhlime 
wrinkles everywhere, in rock, river, forest, 
cities, villages, hamlets, in the nature and 
work of all civilized society. 
Again, we call on our imagination, and 
pass to the changes of three score years and 
ten-man's allotted time to live. What do 
we see see that to us is a comfort and what 
that we desire in the world. Parents are 
gone; children have passed away from us, 
out into an active world to fight the real, 
grim and often desperate battle of life. 
Our old friends-we call for them in vain. 
We behold a world of which we know noth-
ing and to which we are unknown. ,ve 
weep for generations long gone by, for par-
ents, for lovers, for children, for friends 
who are in the grave. We see by the tickle 
hand of fortune and absolute despotism of 
time, everything is changed. In a word, we 
see and are not satisfied, wear~ ready to lay 
down life's burden, fold our arms and be 
gone. 
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SCIENTIFIC. 
MISCELLANY. 
Experiments with the induction balance, 
conducted by Prof. Hughes, of London, seem 
to prove that the electric current traverses 
a wire in a spiral cqurse. 
Dr. Sternberg says that human saliva con-
tains a poison that will kill a rabbit in 
forty-eight hours; other animals appear to 
be influenced more or less by the same 
cause, while some, among which JS the dog, 
resist the poison. 
The largest refracting telescope in the 
world has been constructed for the Vienna 
observatory. 'fhe length of the tube is 33 
feet 6 inches, and the aperture is 27 inches. 
The tube is entirely of steel, three and one-
half feet in diameter in the center, and 
tapers to each end. 
A scientist in St. Petersburg has produced 
from the heavy oils of coal tar a new sub-
stance which may, in many cases, take the 
place of India rubber with advantage. lt 
is said to stand the weather better than 
India rubber, and to be specially suitable 
for the insulation of telegraph wires. 
Prof. Loomis appears still to be experi-
menting in aerial telegraphy-telegraphing 
without wires-and it is now said that he 
proposes to establish communication, 
through the current which he claims is al-
ways found at a great altitude, between one 
of the highest peaks of the Alps, in Switzer-
land, and a similarly si.tuated station on the 
Rocky Mountains in this country.-Science. 
Prof. Gamgee, of Washington, claims to 
have discovered a new motive force for 
driving engines. The alleged discovery is 
based upon the fact that ammonia, in a 
liquid state, boils at 37.3° Fahr., and at 60° 
I<'ahr. exerts a pressure of seven atmos-
pheres. The discovery is, however, con-
demned by many physicists on the theoreti-
cal grounds, that it will require as much 
power to convert the gas into the liquid 
form as the latter will give out when vapor-
ized. 
According to the Nebular Hypothesis, all 
matter was once in the form of a gas. This 
gas, according to Helmholtz, was so attenu-
ated that several cubic miles would be re-
quired to weigh a single grain. Most writ-
ers on this subject te;tch that this gas was 
intensely hot, even hotter than the sun is 
now. In a late number of Science Professor 
Larkin, of New Windsor Observatory, ob-
jects to this idea and brings forward some 
strong arguments which go to show that, 
by the doctrine of the Conservation of 
Energy, matter in this gaseous state must 
have been intensely cold. 
The Iowa Academy of Sciences met in 
Iowa City May 12th and 13th. 'fhe meeting 
is said to have been both mteresting and 
profitable. Among the prominent subjects 
presented we notice" The Artesian Well.at 
Ames'' and "The Track of a Cyclone in Cass 
County," both by Prof. Macomber; "Glacial 
Lakes of Eastern Iowa," by Mr. McGee; 
"Scienw in Schools," by Prof. Hinrichs; 
"Revision of Genus Puccinea," by Prof. 
Bessey; "Evavoration of W;tter from 
Leaves," by Ida Twitchell, a subject first 
presented befo1e our Science Club here; 
"Some Problems in Refraction," by Prof. 
Nipher; "Present Condition of Insect Cata~ 
logue in Iowa," by Herbert Osborne, and 
"On the Use of Logarithms," bv Prof. Phil-
brick. It seems that this last geutleman is 
having an extensive controversy with math-
ematicians upon this subject, and, if he 
succeeds in sustaining the radical ground 
which he takes, must introduce something 
of a revolution in methods of solving prob-
lems. 
THE ELECTRICITY OF ATOMS. 
The most novel conclusion of Prof. Helm-
holtz, in his recent Farraday lecture, is to 
the effect that the atom of every chemical 
element is always united with a definite, 
unvarying quantity of electricity. This 
quantity stands in close connection with 
the combining power of the atom, which 
modern chemistry has termed. equivalence. 
For if the amount of electricity belonging 
to the monad atom be taken as the unit, · 
then that of the dyad is two, that of the 
triad three, and so on. •· If," says Prof. 
IIelmholz, " we conclude, from the facts, 
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that every unit of affinity of every atom is 
charged always with one equivalent, either 
of positive or negative electricity, they can 
form compounds, being electrically neutral, 
only if every unit charged positively unite 
under the influence of a mighty electric at-
traction with another unit charged nega-
tively. You will see that this ought to pro-
duce compounds in which every unit of af-
finity of every atom is connected with one 
-and only one-other unit of another atom. 
This is, indeed, the modern chemical theory 
of quantivalence, comprising all the satur-
ated compounds.-Scientific .American. 
M£CRO8COPY OF 'l'HE BLOOD. 
E. C. F. 
To the casual observer the blood presents 
no striking peculiarities; but to the student 
of the microscope it affords a most interest-
ing field for research and study. The color 
and especially ti1e structure of the blood 
have greatly occupied the scientific world 
from the time ot Harvey and Malpighi un-
til the present. 
Many sceptical notions and erroneous 
theories have been held as to its origin, 
· {unction, and the ultimate destination of its 
constituent elements. As soon as the cor-
puscles were an assured acquisition to 
science they very naturally attracted and 
received great attention for themselves as 
wonderful objects, on account of the roles 
which they were supposed to play in physi-
ology, and because of the very great import-
ance which their possibly positive recogni-
tion in the several classes or genera of ani-
mals would necessarily assume in medico-
legal investigations. The interest taken in 
these mysterious little bodies has not less-
ened, and all the resources of art have been 
brought to bear to make sure their identifi-
cation under all difficult circnmstances. To 
this end many devices have been put in 
practice, such as bettering the modes of pre-
senting the corpuscle in every state of in-
vestigation; the use of high powers and 
the improvement in the quality of the ob-
Jectives employed in their study; their exact 
mensuration, relation and position; their 
enumeration; the establishment of the nor-
mal proportion existing between the colored 
corpuscles and the leueocytes; and, finally, 
an appeal to the spectroscope which might 
discover in the minutest trace of fluid the 
ghost of even one departed red disk which 
had yielded up its form. 
Undet' the microscope the blood appears 
as a colorless fluid in which there is sus-
pended an indefinite number of colored 
disks-not red, but of a pale yellowish color. 
These corpuscles may be regarded as the 
essential elements of the blood. They are 
about .0033 of an inch wide, and .0012 of an 
inch thick. They are biconcave, of a clear 
delicate color, and of a jelly-like consist-
ency-the outer portion being somewhat 
tougher, but not separated into a distinct 
cell-wall. They have a great tendency to 
pile themselves together like a roll of coins 
with their sides in contact. Treating them 
with certain stimuli chanp;es their form. 
They become. shrunken and shriveled in 
long wasting diseases and by long abstinence 
from food. At the close of Dr. Tanner's 
fast of forty days the red corpuscles of his 
blood were found to be extremely shrunken 
and jagged, being supplied with roughly 
projecting points. Imn1ediately after the 
resumption of an ordinary diet the disks 
regained their normal appearance. Blood 
from different animals is distinguished by 
the form and size of the red disks. Very 
accurate measurements of tlie disks can be 
made by means of the micrometer and the 
microscope. Average differences of .000003 
of an inch can be seen. As measured with 
these instruments the human disks rnnge, 
as given by a great number of modern au-
thorities, between 7.1 and 7.fl micromilli-
meters, the average being about 7.5. Their 
size varies greatly in different species, hut 
is on the average remarkably uniform in 
the same species. Some of the lowest ani-
mals have only white corpuscles. Birds, 
reptiles, hatrachians and fishes l1ave, with 
rare exceptions, the red disks of an oval 
torm i.nd an evident nucleus. They are 
usually larger than human and under the 
microscope they can be easilydistingnishecl. 
The disks of nearly all the marnmalia, in-
cluding the human races, are round and 
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without a manifest nucleus. 
We have seen the importance of the red 
disks, but no less worthy of consideration 
are the white blood corpuscles or leucocytes. 
These structures were first distinguished 
by Hewson and Lenac in 1775 and clearly 
described by them. In 1863 von Reckling-
hansen studied their amoeboid movements, 
and Virchow and Chonheim in 1867 brought 
them in good repute by their theories re-
specting intlamation. 
They are more uniform in size and shape 
than the red blood corpuscles, are specifically 
lighter and circulate less rnpillly. They 
creep along the outside of the current and 
seem to have an especial attraction for the 
walls of the blood vessel. 
Dr. Richardson's researches into their 
microscopic structure arc the most com-
plete of any on record, and he considers 
them as composed of a cell containing a 
nucleus, having amoeboid movements and 
insoluble in water. 'fhe cell wall is a mem-
braneous envelope-too thin to exhibit a 
double contour line with 1,'.!00 diameters. 
Their origin is from several sources, the 
glands of the lymphatic system and the 
marrow of the bones being the principal 
ones. They are the progenitors of the red 
corpuscles and it might be said they are the 
on1y source from which the red are derived. 
All the transitional stages from the white 
corpuscles to the red can lie seen, that is 
from the lymphoid medullary eells which 
are analagous to white blood corpuscles, to 
Lhe non-nucleated red corpusc.Ies. Not less 
interesting, and certainly not less import-
ant than the histological, is the medico-
legal application of what the microscope 
may teach. The law calls upon the expert 
to be thoroughly educated in all Urnt modern 
science has established with regard to the 
blood, in its living and in its dead state, in 
its youth and adult periods, in its pathology, 
in its different and indifferent conditions of 
preservation, in dryness and in moisture, in 
heat and in cold; and the character, size, 
form and number of corpuscular elements, 
in all attainanle classes, orders, species and 
families of the zoological series. In short, 
accusing justice and defensive crime, claim 
not only an absolute recognition of blood, 
as distinguished from all other matters or 
elements whatsoever; but the specific de-
termination of the kind of blood, as well as 
a positive acquaintance with all the dis-
turbing agencies of time, heat, dryness and 
moisture as affecting the specimen nuder 
consideration. 
DYNAMICS OF THE ETHER 
It is well known by all students of physics 
th at many of the phenomenas of nature are 
accounted for by the supposition that all 
space is perv·aded by a tenuous medium 
called ether possessing most wonderful 
properties. This is the medium which 
propagates light and heat, and probably 
electricity. 'fhat this medium actually !)X- • 
ists is proven by the very strongest of evi-
dence. That it necessarily possesses ,Prop-
erties which are marvelous and seemingly 
inconsistent will appear hereafter. In the 
first place the ether possesses, in a wonder-
ful degree, the capacity to transmit wave 
motion. Reasoning from analogy we are 
warranted in believing that its ability to do 
this comes from its particles being constant-
ly in a state of ravid vibration. The parti-
cles of air are known to have a velocity of 
1,600 feet per second, and they transmit 
sound waves at a rate of about 1,120 feet 
per second. From the velocity of light, we 
may form a notion of the velocity of ether 
particles, or about 185,000 miles, equal to 5,-
7'.!8 000 000 feet in a second. The normal 
rat~ of the ether particles cannot be far 
from this last number. The pressure ex-
erted by such a medium depends upon two 
quantities, its normal velocity, and its den-
sity, or mass per nnit of volume. This 
pressure increases as the square of the ve-
locity multiplied by the density. Hence, 
the ether, by havi11g a high velocity, may 
possess a very small density, and still pro-
duep powerful dyn;,imic effects. For in-
stance, it can easily be shown that with the 
velocity of light the either would exert a 
pressure of fifteen pounds per inch or more 
than a ton per foot if its density were 
1 
------ of the air. This is almost a 
390,120,000,000 
vanishing quantity, and is probably much 
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too low. Certain experiments which have foot pounds of mechanical energy which is 
been made on cohesion render it likely that equal to about a ton moving 1,600 feet per 
1 second. 
the density is as great as --- of the at- But it mav be asked how can these enor-
5,ooo,ooo mous pressu~·es exist in space and yet the 
mosphere. Of course this is only a rough planetary bodies move through it as if in 
estimate, but it is probably much too low perfect vacuo. Our earth moves nineteen 
rather than otherwise. Now on this basis miles per second in its course about the sun. 
it is ea!!ily shown that the pressure on every This is eighty times the speed of a rifle 
square inch would be about 1,000,000 pounds I bullet. Probably the swiftest planetary ve-
And yet we move about in it and are totally locities are not greater than fifty to eighty 
unconscious of its presence. The reason is miles per second. When a body moves 
obvious. Its particles must be very minute- through a medium its course is obstructed 
ly subdivided. They are so small that they on account of the medium condensing 
penetrate every portion of space among the ahead of it, and becoming rarefied behind, 
molecules of the densest bodies. '.rhe at- thus creating a difference of pressure on 
mosphere E>xerts a pressure of many tons on both sides. A heavy body moving through 
our bodies and yet we are not conscious of the air at from five feet to fifty feet per sec- • 
it. The molecules of matter are exceeding- ond is not appreciably hindered. The air 
ly minute. In a cubic inch of air there are particles move so much faster, i.e .. 1,600 
'millions of millions of miliions of mole- feet per second, that they rapidly follow up 
cules, and yet it is supposed that these ether and keep the pressure equalized. Hut when 
· particles are as much smaller than air ?1-?le- the speed approaches that of a bullet, then 
cules as these last are smaller than visible the resistance becomes very great because 
grains of sand. When pressures are e~ual and the air molecules do not follow up and fill 
opposite in direction their dynamic effects the vacancy behind. 
·are zero. The pressure of the air is not Now, the velocity of the ether particles 
appreciated because it acts equ_ally in all ~i- is soo,ooo times swifter than a bullet and in-
rection. The amount of active force m conceivably greater than any known plane-
every cubic yard of air at n_ormal tempE>r?'" tary velocity. lts density is almost a van-
ture is enormous. A cubic yard of all' ishing quantity compared with any gaseous 
weio-hs about two pounds and its mean body. The great velocity of the ether par-
velo0city is about 1,600 feet per. s~cond. tieles enables them to easily follow up the 
This is the velocity it would have if it had planet in its course and keep the pre~sure 
fallen from a height ·of about seven miles. behind equal to that in front. As an illus-
Hence every cubic yard of air possesses as tration, I wiU here say that the velocity of 
much energy as though it contained a two the ether is more than 4,000 times any plan-
pound ball moving 1,600 feet per second. etary velocity. Tl1is corresponds to a body 
But this is a vanishing quantity when we moving in air about live inches per second, 
consider the enormous energy of ether. A and it is well known that such a body 
single grain of matter moving with the ve- would not be hindered by the air apprecia-
locity of the ether particles has an energy bly. Of course the data used in these co~-
in foot pounds as represented by putations are in some cases assumed but m 
(190,000X5,280)2 b ·ir f every case they are unquestionably far 
------ equal to about one i ion o within the limits. Once admit that the 
2X32.2X7,000 data are even anywhere near t~e'limits of 
foot tons, or to 40,000 tons movin_g w_ith t~e actual facts and all these st~rthng results 
speed of a cannon ball. As~umi_ng ,ts hme- are realized, for the computations are ~ased 
tofore that the ether density is the five upon well fixed mechanical prmClfles. 
millionth of the atmospher · then each There are mauy interesting speculations 
cubic foot of space wonld po ess an energy based on the assumed density of the ether 
1 (190,000X5,280)2 and other facts which will be reserved for 
of-X-------, r about 250,000,000 a future arti<.lle. J. K. M. 13 5,000,000X2X32.2 
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We would gently remind subscribers who 
are in arrears with their subscription to the 
AURORA that each issue must be paid for 
as soon as it is published, and hence all 
dues should be cancelled early in the year. 
No definite conclusion has been reached, 
but it is reasonably certain that some plan 
will be adopted which will render com-
mencement exercises of this year more en-
tertaining than they can possibly be made 
by the reading of technical theses on scien-
tific subjects. 
The country looks on with interest while 
the two Republican leaders continue their 
struggle for power. The resignation of the 
New York Senators reminds one so vividly 
of youthful sports, in which some petted 
child, not having the place in the game 
which he wished, "got mad and wouldn't 
play," while his only object in so doing was 
to secure a little coaxing to heal hiti wounded 
pride. 
Among the exercises of commencement 
week at Whettenberg College, we notice 
t.he following: Baccalaureate address on 
Sunday, June 26, by Rev. Geo. ]'. Stelling, 
D. D., of Dayton, Ohio; Monday evening, 
address before Theological Alumni, by Prof. 
W. H. Wynn; Tuesday evening, June 28, 
address before literary societies by Schuyler 
Colfax. 
'rhe spring ·t6;·m closes before the next 
issue of the AURORA. As vacation draws 
near, uninterrupted attention to study be-
comes imperative, in order that the term's 
work may be fully accomplished and exam-
inations creditably passed. The large ma-
jority of the students will spend their three 
weeks vacation at home and we trust will 
so employ the time as to return well re-
cruited and prepared for diligent labor. 
'rhe gentlemen who wish to remain will 
board ai the Cottage, which will be kept 
open; the ladies will board at the Farm 
House. Examinations begin Thursday, 
June 23. Saturday evening there will be a 
lecture before the societies by Prof. Church, 
of Lincoln University, on the schools of 
Herlin; Tuesday evening, ,Tune 28th, occurs 
the Alumni Reunion, at which W, A. Hel-
sel! delivers the oration, Mr. ,J. Munsey 
gives the history, and Mrs. Ida Noyes the 
poem; Wednesday evening, ,June 29th, 
school closes with the Junior Exhibition. 
,ve have all awakened to the fact that 
there is no provision whatever made for ex-
tinguishing fire in this building, and we 
fully realize that close beside it, almost 
within its very walls, is a gasometer, which 
if it should ignite suddenly, would prove 
more destructive than a powder magaz· e. 
These are facts which those having ie in-
stitution in charge will probably onsider. 
True there is no very great dan,,er of fire, 
the building being lighted with gas, heated 
by steam and far removed from other build-
ings, but in case of such an emergency, 
something beside, pails should be at hand to 
put it out. The experience of last Friday 
night proved that our students are cool and 
self-possessed, even on the most exciting 
occasions. .From the time that the blaze 
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was discovered until it was extinguished 
the cry .of fire was heard but a few times. 
The ladies waited quietly in the halls while 
the gentlemen carried water as fast it could 
be procured from the pipes. All feared that 
an explosion might occur at any moment, 
yet each seemed to realize just what was 
the best thing to do. Great credit should 
be given to those who went on the roof of 
the gas-house in spite the imminent peril. 
We realize that college editors are prone 
to propose projects whicl are entirely vis-
. ionary, and could _not ossibly be made 
practical, but we thin we can see wherein 
the AURORA might be improved, and be-
lieve that the plan could be successfully 
carried out. The paper is small compared 
with the growing interests of our institu-
tions, and hence is not a true index to its 
merit. Why not add eight pages to the 
present sixteen~ There is no department 
which can prosper whh less than the space 
now allotted to it and we think that an ex-
change department and one or two columns 
of general college news would prove inter-
esting. Another page of personals and 
alumni notes would be an additional at-
traction for old students; besides many of 
the graduates favor an alumni directory. 
We should probably receive more patron-
age if this feature .were adopted. The edi-
torial department should have at least one 
more column, and two extra pages would 
give the scientific department only as much 
as the literary now has. With diligent ef-
fort we believe that two more pages of ad-
vertisements could be secured. In case of 
this increased work, more editors would be 
required-probably two from each society. 
Their work might be proportioned in some 
such manner as this, one exchange edit01·, 
two editors-in-chief (each to furnish half 
the editorials and take complete charge of 
the paper each alternate month), two liter-
ary editors and two scientific editors. With 
this plan the work of each would not be so 
difficult as now, although the matter fur-
nh1hed the paver would be more. The irr-
creased cost of publicatwn would of course 
be quite an item to consider, but we believe 
that with the improvement in the paper the 
subscription list could be so enlarged so as 
to pay for the extra expense. The constitu-
tion of the AUitORA association is sadly in 
need of revidon. Let some such plan as 
this be adopted and a change be effected. 
EXCHANGES. 
The Deaf-Mute Hawkeye gives many in-
teresting items from the silent world. 
The Harvard College Index and Chron-
icle states that in our notice of a few weeks 
ago we spoke of it as belonging to Harvard 
College. We wish to state that this last 
compliment was entirely unintentional. 
The University ·Reporter for May is an in-
teresting number. The editorials are par-
ticularly good, and it cannot be accused of 
having too large a proportion of locals, even 
if co-education does exist there. Prol:Jably _ 
the Vidette exham1ts them while they ;i~·e "· 
fresh, which accounts for their scarcity, · 
'.rhe <Jornellian is always a very welcome 
guest. It's numerous and well filled de-
partments speak favorably for the flourish-
ing institution which it represents. The 
large number of personals is a very attrac-
tive feature for the Alumni and former 
students, The exchange editor certainly 
"does his duty good and true" if he con-
siders it to be unalloyed criticism. 
We always watch closely for the Illini; 
the interests of the Industrial University 
are so similar to those of our own-besides 
we like the paper; it has many features 
peculiarly its own. We think it's appear-
ance might be improved if it were printed 
on different paper. We fully appreciate the 
article "The Children oft.he University." 
It would apply equally as well ;~r own 
graduates. 
rhe LaSalle Leaves began the year wit 10ut 
an editor and came forth so bravely hat 
we prophesy much success, now that it has 
secured a guardian. We have noticed a de-
cided improvement during ~he two years of 
our acquaintance with the paper and we are 
anxious to learn !!ow their system of self 
government accomplishes its purpose; the-




LO CA LS. 
-Strawberries. 
-Taffy or maple sugar? 
-Was anybody slighted? 
-"Junior Ex. bouquets-sunflowers. 
-For perseverence the :Freslmien yanks 
the bun. 
-Burn(t)ham and Hice seems to be a 
favorite after te1t relish. 
-Next on th\l programme comes Alumni 
reunion and Junior exhibition. 
-Economy is the road to wealth-this 
time it is the bath-house, which is the u::e-
less concern. 
-One of the young ladies sighed when 
she saw how the greens had been clipped off 
by the mower. 
-J uuiors have mass every morning at 
their cross-roads chapel. Rev. Dodds con-
ducts the services. 
-Surveying parties are the torment of 
the Professor in Horticulture. The flowers 
must give way to the engineers. 
-Seniors, Sophomores :mu :Freshmen 
have had their picnics. ,vhere are the 
Juniors and old reliable Deltas? 
-" Disappointment is a bitter lesson," 
murmured a young lady a few uays since, 
as she nibbled at her maple sugar. 
-One of our Seniors, after making a des-
perate effort, for two years, t,) be noble, and 
failing, is now content to be simply white. 
-Girls here's consolation for you: 
"Janesville, 1Visconsin, has an unmarried 
lady school teacher in active duty who is 
eighty years old." 
-'fhe 'bus that took the young ladies 
down town decoration day," reminded one 
of an old steamboat. It was a regular old 
stern-1Vlrneler. 
-To a person whose soul wells with in-
spiration at the sound of music, there is an 
unspeakable pleasure in the sounds made 
by our drummer boys. 
-'fhe anti-treating law has been intro-
duced in the college this year. If you want 
a drink of ice-water you must skirmish 
arourni and get i~ to; yourself. 
-By order of the professor, only those 
are allowed to ioiter in the museum, who 
are engaged. 'fhis rule has been the means 
of some start)ing revelations. 
-For a really interesting and enlighten mg 
study we have no hesitancy in recommend-
ing Packard's Zoology, especially from th!._ 
protozoans up to the vertebrates. 
-The Proctor says that the next time 
the :Freshmen have a picnic Ile is going to 
establish a systematic postal line between 
the upper fioor and the ladies' section. 
-A Freshman recently proposed that the 
faculty present a copy of "Hubert's Hules of 
Order" to the new students as the most ~-
fectual way of establishing order in clrnpql. 
-During the last Sophomore picnic, con-
siderable attention was given tu the art of 
fishing. And impossible as it may seem, 
one young man caught a" little Minnie" 
while he had a nap. 
-Little by little the encroaclnnents on 
the lawn are commencing. Already we have 
a calf-pasture fenced off, and the sheep are 
turned on the lower lawn to pasture, all as-
sertions to the contrary notwithstanding. 
-In l<'remont county, this State, their lm1y 
county superintendent was recently mar-
ried and the local papers iire agitating the 
question: "Can Mrs. Woodward fill the 
office to which Miss Wi-lliams was elected r" 
-'fhe Philos are as proud of their new 
pianp, as a boy with a tin-whistle, and well 
tiiey may be. It is a fine specimen of work-
manship and a very excellent toned instru-
ment, lmt the best part of all is the fact that 
it is paid for. 
-The first squad who were called before 
the judiciary to receive sentence for tres-
passing on the strawberry beds only 1rnm-
bered seven. The b9ys called it a little 
game of'' seven up," in which the judiciary 
held a full hand. 
-Petitions are on the tapis-the latest 
was that the students might have water flt 
to drink. They also petitioned, in a fit of 
sympathy for the state, that they might 
haye the privilege of paying all expense it 
might incur in s0 doing. 
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-A Freshman says" that such heavy ar-
ticles as Hops are usually sent by Frat-er 
express." 'rhat might do for summer ship-
ments, but for winter we would recommend 
a sleeper as being the more scientific man-
1-er of transportation. 
--One of the youn,q Jadies in chemistry 
class during her experiments, wishing to 
make a test for aluminum, pointed to her 
book and innocently asked: "Has(s) it the 
test for Alumni~" Immediately all along 
the line were solem1! (?) as death. 
-The Board of Trustees held their first 
regular meeting last month. After trans-
acting their usual amount of business, they 
adjourned. When going down the road to 
Ames they were seen looking back at the 
college and sighing, "when shall we meat 
aga1n.1' 
-The college nine after a game of seven 
innirws with the Ames nine came off vic-
toriot~s by a score of 17 to 16. This is the 
first time for several yflars that the college 
boys luwe beaten the old town nine, and 
may be partly attributed to the disorganized 
state of the club.· 
-Decoration day was duly observed at 
Ames last month for the first time. Gen. 
Gedde:; delivered the oration; a poem, writ-
ten for the occasion by Rev. Frisbie, of Des 
Moines, was read by Miss Abbie Frater. 
The old cadets, accompanied· by the band, 
participated in the exercises. 
-" I gness you take me for a packing-
house," said one of the farm house boys, 
who is of" a bland and oily temperament," 
after he had received unusually large ra-
tions of beefsteak. A chorus of voices 
responded· in semi-montonous tones, "Oh, 
yot1 can't be deceived, professor." 
-The lecture, on the evening of the 11th, 
by Schuyler Colfax, was not as well attend-
ed as had been anticipated, co11sidering it 
was the first one during the term, while many 
had heard the orator before, yet his subject, 
the "Landmarks of Life," was new to the 
greater part of the audience aud gave gen-
eral satisfaction to the students. The lec-
ture committee are deservmg of credit for 
securing any lecturer at this season and did 
well in this, their first choice. 
-There were quite a number of the pic-
11icers who did not return as early as was 
expected. One 'bus load was detained on 
account of the driver failmg to come at the 
appointed time. The next day when sign-
ing excuses the President seemed surprised 
at the apparent capacity of that 'bus. 
- ,v e would judge from the following 
clipping from the Central Ray that som~-
one's corns must be sore:· "'Ve think our 
orator's oration nearly as good as Fayette's. 
Both are in this issue. Compare them." 
We are sorry the judges saw fit to differ 
from our friend, by ranking Fayette's orator 
first and their's sixth. 
-Two of our students were called home 
the first of last month, by the sudden death · 
of their brothers. Mr. A. M. Bearsford was 
summoned to attend the funeral of his 
brother, who was kicked to death by a horse. 
Mr. G. E. Grace a few days later received a 
telegram announcing the death of his 
brother, who had gone to Colorado a year 
since, to tecruit his rapidly failing health. 
-The inter-state oratorical contest held 
at Jacksonville, Illinois, on tlre evening of 
May 4th, resulted as follows : Mr. Charles 
F. Coffin, of Indiana, subject," The Philoso-
phy of Skepticism," first prize; Mr. Owen 
Morris, of Minnesota, subject, "Progress, 
Its Sources and Laws," second prize; Miss 
Minnie Bronson, of Iowa, " Hypatia," 
third. 
-Since Grier, of Pennsylvania, has de-
clined postal honors, we have a candidate 
to present in the person of our mail carrier. 
He is a man of marked postal tact, having 
recently made a trip, as is his custom three 
times a day, from Ames to the college, and 
on reaching down for the mail sack, dis-
covered to his astonishment that he had 
forgotten it. 
-Our students were highly entertained 
by Hev. Hunting, of Des Moines, on the 
5th inst. He conducted the regular chapel 
exercises, and the students were so well 
pleased with his discourse that the Christian 
association asked him to deliver an address at 
their evening exercises, which he consented 
to do, and the unusually large attendance 
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which greeted him was sufficient proof of 
his appreciation. Rev. Hunting is the 
father of our fellow-student Hunting. 
-We will say for the benefit of unknown 
parties, that communications are always 
welcome, but with the communication you 
should always send your name, so that we 
may know the source and what dependence 
to put in the statements. Anonymous com-
munications make a gateway for unmanly, 
personal attacks. We would further say to 
all, avoid personalities. It is an erroneous 
idea that the local column of a college pape1 
is the place in which to record and make 
public all the cute and witty sayings which 
are made by our wits during the mouth. 
-Professor Stalker recently gave a lec-
ture in the chapel, at the request of the lec-
ture committee. After impressing the fact 
011 the mind of the audienee that he had 
not prepared a lecture, but "'ould simply 
give a running talk or description of his 
trip, he commenced a most minute and in-
teresting recital and detail of "the sights 
he saw and his experience. Starting from 
his home in Keokuk countv, he took us to 
New York, thence toEdinbm:g and over Scot-
land,where he apparently delighted to dwell, 
from there he hastened hmriedly over Eng-
land, France anu Italy. He spoke for two 
hours and thirty-five minutes. His quaint 
style of describing various incidents. and 
1 /;,cenes reminded . one strongly of Mark 
·. Twain's Innocence Abroad. 
-During a thunder storm on a Friday 
evening of last month, the lightning struck 
the gas-house just at the rear of the north 
wing of the college building. It was several 
minutes before the fire was discovered, but 
soon the smoke and flames of gas turned the 
attention in that direction. When the door 
was opened the whole interior was one 
sheet of flame. The tar and other combus-
tibles burned so rapidly that it was almost 
impossible' to extinguish them. All were 
in constant fear that the gasometer would 
explode, and thus emlang-er the building and 
all its inmates. Fortunately, after hard 
work for fifteen or twenty minutes, the 
flames were extinguished, and no very seri-
ous damage was done. It seemed very re-
markable that the lightning should strike 
so low an object when the towers were near 
by. An explanation that is given by some 
is that a column of gas is constantly arising 
from below and that it is this which con-
ducted the electric current. 
SHARPS AND FL.ATS. 
Some of the country school-boys call the 
school houses tanneries. 
Economic problem: Does the fact that a 
man can give himself away prove that he 
owns himself? 
'£here is an old proverb which reads: "As 
the good man"saith, so say we; but as the 
good woman saith, so must it be." 
If an untruth is only a day old it is calied 
a lie; if it is a year olu it is called a false-
hood; but if it is a century old it is called a 
legend. 
He remarked that he suppos!.!d she was 
fond of ethnology. She said she was, but 
the doctor told her not to eat anything but 
oranges for desert. 
A Freshman recentl.y emptied himself of 
this: "Why is the American people like 
the murder of the Czari' Because its a 
sassy nation." He is better now. 
Prof.: "Mr. L .. that manner of sitting is 
suitable for the bar-room only." L.: 
"Thank you; I know nothing about bar-
rooms, but I am glad to have you tell me." 
"Little Bennie Parker 
Had a stomach pain, 
Rhubarb and ipecac 
Both were in vain ; 
He kicked the golden lmeket 
His parents' hearts are sore ; 
They'll bury him to-morr1Jw 
At a quarter of four." 
Beware of little things! A black seed no 
larger than a pin point will grow an onion 
that may taint the breatli enough to break 
a betrothal, ruin a school, and shatter the 
good intentions of a sewing circle. 
A New York clergyman has an elaborate 
new bonnet placed on the pulpit before him 
every Sunday. He's going to make the 
ladies of his congregation keep up an ap-




Miss Olie Allen, of State Center, paid her 
brother, A. M., and her many acquaint-
ances here a pleasant visit the first of the 
month. 
Ed. Stevenson writes from Ida Grove, this 
State, saying he is happy and having a 
good time, but failed to say what he was 
doing to have so much fun. 
Mr. Ash Rutherford, owing to sickness, was 
compelled to go home. This is the second 
class Mr. R. has been compelled to leave. 
Come again, Ash, the third time is the 
charm. 
'81. Mr. A. C. May has improved much in 
health sir,ce leaving the college. ·we un-
derstand it is his intention to go into 
some of the territories with a govern-
ment surveying party. 
'83. Frank Carpenter paid his host of 
friends a pleasant visit last month. He 
is in the employ of his. father, who is a 
dealer in blooded stock, and when here 
had under his charge a carload of stock 
billed for Sheldahl. 
Miss Emma McKnight, who, it will be re-
membered was with us last fall, was re-
cently united in marriage to Mr. Geo. E. 
Mccaughan, at her home · in Winterset. 
The contracting parties have been fast 
friends from childhood, having been 
raised in Winterset. Success and hap-
piness to you, Emma, for you are the 
same old Mc, despite the fact that your 
(K)night has flown. 
·•ss. It was with sincere and heartfelt re-
grets that the Sophomore class parted 
with their class-mate, Mr. G. E. Grace. 
The ambition of every class is to carrv 
through as large a number as possible. 
So when we parted with our old chum, 
each one felt, not only the Joss to the 
class, but that he also was losing a true 
personal friend. Ed., may your health 
be regained and in your journey along 
life's winding path, may success crown 
your every effort, is the honest wish of 
'83. 
'80. Geo. Reed is at present at his home in 
Vinton. 
'80. C. II. McGrew is engaged as principal 
of the high school of Dayton, Ill. 
'74. C. S. Chase is at home in Beatrice 
Nebraska, where heis familiarly known 
as Judge Chase. 
'76. W. M. Woodward, jnstead of being lo-
cated at Utica, Ill., as stated last month, 
is traveling agent for a life insurance 
company. 
'80. C. D. Taylor came over from Marshall 
county recently to see the "boys." C. D. 
you ought not to be so partial to the 
freshmen, it makes the rest of us jealous. · 
'78. .A. E. Griffith was around a few days 
last mouth stirrtng up old acquai11tances 
and making new ones. He looks as 
happy as a clam. It does them all good 
to come back now and then. 
'80. It lobked rather familiar to see Will 
Welch loitering around the premises 
,last month. Will came up from his new-
ly chosen home, Corning. to attend the 
wedding of his sister, Winnifred. He 
reports the creamery business as flourish-
ing. 
'76. "Still there is more to follow." This 
time it is our pleasure to announce to 
QUr Alumni friends the marriage of two 
of their members, both of class '76, Mr. 
A. B. Shaw and Miss Winnifred Dudley. 
The event had been looked forward to 
with great extlectations for some time 
by their many friends, and culminated 
on the evening of the 17th ult., in one of 
the most elegant and elaborate weddings 
ever witnessed on the farm. The young 
couple left that evening, carrying with 
them to their new home the blessings of 
parents and well-wishes of their many 
friends. 'rhe ceremony was• performed 
according to the Episcopalian ritual by 
Rev. Percival, of Cresco. Mr. Shaw, as 
announced in the AUliORA, is one of the 
proprietors of the Corning Union, at 
which place they are settled, we hope, 
for a long, prosperous and happy life. 
